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The definitive source for pediatric infectious disease 
solutions. Continually updated. More essential than ever.

The authority on pediatric infectious diseases
from the American Academy of Pediatrics

This powerful problem-solver helps you keep current with  
infectious disease developments, practice state-of-the-art  
prevention, simplify diagnosis and disease management,  
and much more.

Key features
•  Summary of Major Changes in the most current edition of  

the Red Book in English and Spanish.
•  Outbreaks section provides the latest clinical guidance on 

COVID-19 and other infectious disease outbreaks as they 
emerge and evolve.

•  Red Book updates—Narrative updated within chapter text to reflect new recommendations. Red Book Errata show 
original chapter text and details about the changes.

•  Updates, news, and alerts including the latest clinical guidance.
•  Interactive immunization schedules—Just click and print.
•  Vaccine Status Tables provide the most current information for the status of recently submitted, licensed, and 

recommended vaccines & biologics, including influenza and Sars-CoV-2 vaccines.
•  Resources—Infectious disease and influenza resources at your fingertips, with policy and implementation guidance.
•  Visual Library—More than 2,700 infectious disease images for use in diagnosis and presentations, including images  

of clinical manifestations, disease vectors, and etiology.

24/7 anytime, anywhere Red Book® access— 
your single source for lifesaving pediatric 
infectious disease information 

“The Red Book is the preeminent resource on pediatric 
infectious disease. It should be on the desks of everyone 

who cares for children. There is just no other comparable 
resource available on pediatric infectious diseases.”

—Doody’s Book Reviews™

★★★★★
5-Star Review

New! Red Book Online is NOW featured on the  
NEW AAP Publications platform!
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DON’T WAIT. GET STARTED TODAY!
Group Practices and Institutions
Site license subscriptions to any of the AAP Point-of-Care Solutions™ resources include organization-wide online access set up for authentication via 
public IP addresses or a referring URL. Subscriptions are sold by means of a rolling subscription model and can begin at any time throughout 
the year.
The benefits of a multiuser site license subscription include ease of access and integration with your website and/or your EHRs.

How to Order 
To learn more about practice or institutional site licenses, visit shop.aap.org/license-form. Red Book Online is included in Pediatric Care Online™ 
(PCO). Subscribe to PCO and get all the most-used AAP digital resources, including Red Book Online, AAP toolkits, Bright Futures resources, and 
Pediatric Patient Education™! Ask the licensing team to learn more.

EHR/Website Integration
The content of AAP Point-of-Care Solutions can be integrated with your system(s) in a variety of ways to support providers, parents, and patients; 
in addition, we can assist you, your technical staff, and your vendors to optimize productivity and use of the resources. This is a standard part of 
licensing, with no additional AAP charge for using AAP standard tools. However, depending on the level of control to modify the interface and/or 
website, additional costs may be required from those vendors or third parties. Contact the AAP Licensing Team at institutions@aap.org.
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Red Book Online—with its timely updates, easy login, 
and robust search capabilities—continues to provide 
the answers your staff needs, wherever and whenever 
they are treating patients.

The Red Book® in 5 easy-to-navigate sections
Section 1: Active and Passive Immunization

Section 2: Recommendations for Care of Children in  
Special Clinical Circumstances

Section 3: Summaries of Infectious Diseases

Section 4: Antimicrobial Agents and Related Therapy

Section 5: Antimicrobial Prophylaxis

Red Book Online Visual Library allows you to quickly 
search more than 2,700 infectious disease images for 

use in diagnosis and presentations, including images of 
clinical manifestations, disease vectors, and etiology.


